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vulnerability and online deliberation



Why focus on care?

Image: Remko De Waal/ANP/AFP/Getty Images, from https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/comparing-six-health-care-systems-pandemic
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Why focus on care?

Economic crisis: poverty, unemployment, 

economic inequality

Crisis of welfare state: lower protections for 

vulnerable

Social crisis: crisis of care for each other, 

individualism, breakdown of social bonds

Climate crisis: crisis of care for environment

Mental health crisis: related to all the above





Why focus on care?

Care shifts our understanding of (online) 
deliberation

Prompts us to extend, adapt, challenge or 

move beyond traditional conceptualizations



1. Autonomous from State and Economic power

2. Universal (Open) Access

3. Discussion of public issues

4. Rational-Critical discourse
• Rational arguments based on evidence
• Reflexivity
• Sincerity
• Ideal role-taking

Habermas: Ideal Public Sphere



Focus on deliberation that leads to action and implementation

May 2011: Indignant movement in Athens



What is care?

“a species activity that includes 

everything that we do to 

maintain, continue, and repair 

our “world” so that we can live in 

it as well as possible”

(Fisher and Tronto, 1990, p 40)



Care Ethics: Vulnerability

We are all vulnerable

Not a weakness to be ashamed of, but 

something to be foregrounded 

It can be the basis of our political solidarity



Care Ethics: Vulnerability

https://www.greenpeace.org.uk/news/18-animals-that-went-extinct-in-the-last-century/



Care Ethics: Interdependence

Interdependence rather than dependency

Vulnerability means that we are dependent 

on each other for our survival



Public Issues =  Issues we all care about

Public issues are intimately 

connected to our vulnerability

Can be addressed only through 

our relationships of 

interdependence

Does this change the objective of 

deliberation?

Image from: Jeff J Mitchell/Getty Images https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/how-to-deal-with-the-anxiety-caused-by-the-climate-crisis-180980093/



Rationality

Emotion?

Image from: https://worldcrunch.com/opinion-analysis/perils-of-the-common-man-how-male-anger-fuels-populism



Emotions and Rationality

such interpretations of democratic deliberation

‘tend to falsely identify objectivity with calm

and the absence of emotional expression. For 

those suspicious of emotion, expressions of 

anger, hurt, or passionate concern taint whatever 

claims and reasons they accompany’ (Young 

2000: 39)



Emotions and Rationality

Emotions do not only accompany our ideas but 

they also constitute them

The rationality of emotions:

◦ Based on and shape cognition

◦ Collectively shaped

◦ Depend on context



Management

(rather than disregard) 

of emotions

during the deliberative process



Combination of emotions: Moral batteries

= “consists of a positive and negative emotion, 

and the tension or contrast between them 

motivates action or demands attention” (Jasper, 

2011, p. 291)

Why ‘battery’? 

It’s the same way that a battery works with a 

positive and negative pole 



Moral batteries: hope versus fear/anxiety

◦ Too much fear can be 
paralysing

◦ Too much hope can 
lead to complacency

Images from: https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-nottinghamshire-49836830. https://www.sistec.ac.in/bhopal/green-energy-clean-energy-sagar-group-of-institutions-sistec-blog/

Hope and fear/anxiety need to be in balance

https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-nottinghamshire-49836830


Sequencing 
of emotions

What emotions should people 
have when entering the process, 
during the process and when they 
exit it?

Emotion as both input and output
of the deliberative process



Example:       Temperature checker

“person who kind of goes 

around, and takes people’s 

temperature, asks how 

they’re feeling, and then 

reports that back to the 

facilitators. Sometimes even 

speaks to say, ‘I think we’re 

all feeling a bit tired. You 

know, maybe we need to 

take a five minute break or 

do a dance or sing songs.” 

(Justin, Occupy Wall Street) 



Personal storytelling as evidence
Personal testimony of how 

people perceive and are 

affected by issues

Reflection on which kinds of 

evidence should be prioritized

in different phases of the 

deliberative process or 

depending on the issue

discussed

Personal storytelling is judged

differently as evidence: 

authenticity rather than 

credibility
https://irc.queensu.ca/evidence-collection-practical-tips-for-workplace-investigations/



(Active) 
Listening

is 
Caring…

“We had a little lady who is, oh, I can’t tell ages, maybe 

forty- five, fifty years old, who stood up early on, and 

faced around four hundred people in an assembly – a 

very brave thing for a woman who was Indigenous and, 

chances were, impoverished. […] Undoubtedly she had 

been drinking. She had a look, a smile, that said she felt 

good to be among us and the crowd took care of her. 

We’re talking like four or five hundred people, mostly 

White, standing and listening to this lady … they so 

gently listened to her … this was an incredible thing to 

see because not only was it obvious this was a unique 

event for her but these many people were smiling back 

at her and wanting her to succeed.” (C, Occupy Seattle)



(Active) Listening Online

https://www.metacareers.com/life/the-story-of-facebooks-care-reaction



Combating ‘facelessness’ and virtual voids 

Putting a ‘face’ on 

the people one 

communicates with 

helps with empathy

Design implications?

Privacy implications?

https://techcrunch.com/2020/04/03/zoom-waiting-rooms-
default/?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAANzyBcHSafWeLfXH76hg0tE1y2xD1kjQO62OkXLuDzgO8FnfJEFwrnIchwpAwzenh34zsWNsbzdasK0Lkfcv5IcQObtndQEk13w_vjKVVuXG-
Qgx8R3e4HuESdep9lV0SH8by4c_meaTNTB-9MyEr7iOlRYWBVfU_p6mvf-Ygaqz



Intimacy, Inclusiveness and ‘Safe Spaces’

Intimacy helps develop trust and relationships 

of interdependence

Examples:

◦ Having breakaway smaller groups 

◦ Creation of online ‘safe spaces’ where 
access of minorities is prioritized 

Intimacy at the expense of inclusiveness?

Image from: https://www.safespacesale.eu/



Care and inclusiveness

‘promiscuous care’, care that is provided 

indiscriminately and across difference, including 

distinctions between different species 

(The Care Collective, 2020)



Grounding the Cloud

Combination of face-to-face with 

online deliberation as face-to-face 

communication helps to create trust

Examples:

Face-to-face mixers for participants 

on the platform?

Focusing on common action in 

specific localities (where people can 

also meet each other physically)



Care, Embodiment & Online Deliberation

Awareness of/Guidelines around people’s 
embodied reality when they participate in online 
deliberation
◦ Conditions in the private spaces they connect 

from

◦ State of their body (physical, mental emotional)

Resist the erasure of the private as in traditional 
understandings of deliberation

Render caring for the civic body a key 
consideration

Image: Painting by Hanna Lee Joshi from https://heronarts.com/exhibition/embodiment



What does a 
focus on 
care
add to our 
understanding of 
online deliberation?

Rational + Emotional

Scientific Evidence + Personal Experience

Speaking + (Active) Listening

Inclusiveness + Intimacy

Cloud (Online) + Ground (Face-to-face) 

Voice + Body (and Face)

Public + Private



Thank you! @AnastasiaKavada

A.Kavada@westmins
ter.ac.uk



Moral batteries: indignation and love

indignation brings people to the streets 

but needs to be transformed to 

imagination and visions for a better 

future, so love and hope are emphasised

Image from: https://orinocotribune.com/chile-the-citizen-protest-and-the-keys-to-inequality/



https://350.org/from-standing-rock-to-the-gulf/

https://350.org/from-standing-rock-to-the-gulf/


The process of caring

Phases in the activity of caring:

1. ‘Caring about’: identifying needs that have to be met

2. ‘Caring for’: assuming responsibility for the provision of care

3. ‘Care-giving’: the actual work of caring

4. ‘Care-receiving’: the response of care recipients and feedback 

on the care process

Fisher and Tronto (1990) [see also Tronto, 1995, pp. 5-7]



The process of caring

A 5th phase?

‘Caring with’: deciding collectively and 

democratically how to undertake the 

activity of caring as a society

Tronto (2013)



Political potential?

Will they help to create more ‘caring citizens’?

Moral practices and qualities cultivated through caring: 

‘Caring about’: attentiveness (to people’s needs)

‘Caring for’: responsibility

‘Care-giving’: competence in performing the activities of caring 

‘Care-receiving’: responsiveness

‘Caring with’: trust and solidarity

(Fisher and Tronto, 1990; Tronto 2013)



Care and exclusion

Care can be exclusionary, offered only to an in-

group

Counterpoint:

‘promiscuous care’, care that is provided 

indiscriminately and across difference, including 

distinctions between different species (The Care 

Collective, 2020).



Moral batteries: pity and joy

Humanitarian and animal rights campaigns 

often mobilise feelings of pity towards those 

suffering and joy at their 

empowerment/ending of their suffering

Helps to imagine the transformation from an 

object of pity to a subject of joy



Moral batteries: Pride and Shame

Campaigns aiming to transform shame 

into pride

Emotional repair of one’s self-image (self-

help)

Pride cultivated through identity work and 

through victories of the movement


